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ABOUT US

INSIDE gathers informaion, at a naional and internaional level, that is useful to companies for risk management, in 

compliance with regulaions, professional ethics and corporate governance standards. The informaion is used to assess 

the economic, inancial and reputaional risks of organisaions and individuals with whom the company may establish 

business relaions.

This series of informaion allows strategies and techniques to be prepared to counteract the dangers inherent in various 

market sectors (pharmaceuicals, automobiles, insurance, inance, government...), which can afect small businesses as 

well as larger companies. 

Reports can also be prepared on poliically exposed persons (PEPs), who hold or have previously held public oice, and 

are therefore more exposed to the risk of commiing certain crimes, such as corrupion, bribery or money laundering.

INSIDE helps organisaions to know their business partners, guiding their acivity towards more informed decisions, 

through a range of services that ensure regulatory compliance and fulilment of legal and audiing requirements 

(regulaions of the Foreign Corrupt Pracices Act - FCPA, the UK Bribery Act, Ani-Money Laundering – AML controls, the 

USA PARTRIOT Act and Countering the Financing of Terrorism – CFT controls); the research conducted - which can cover 

all market sectors and any organisaion, regardless of its size - provides a thorough check on potenial business relaions, 

highlighing any risks of corrupion arising from a geopoliical analysis of the case. 

The reports provide all informaion on a company and its directors, aciviies, history, administraion, conflicts of interest, 

inancial liabiliies, legal and judicial afairs (compliance risk), and reputaional risk. They also include veriicaion of 

statements by the administrators, compliance with ani-money laundering (AML) rules, ani-corrupion controls, FCPA 

and UKBA rules, sancions against Iran, and Internaional and US due diligence procedures.

INSIDE reports are generally recommended for veriicaion of inancial crimes, but are not limited to this: the research 

by INSIDE provides a valid soluion in situaions of geopoliical risk (high-risk countries) regarding a transacion or 

an individual involved in it, for supply chain and due diligence checks, before major investments such as mergers or 

acquisiions, and for an integrated compliance programme.

INSIDE conducts the invesigaions itself, thereby maintaining a high level of quality and eiciency, with access to a large 

number of operators located across ive coninents and speaking over 60 internaional languages; it also uses naive 

speaker professionals, who can grasp language nuances that are oten incomprehensible to those outside of a paricular 

culture. The informaion and “open source” data collected is abundant and of high quality, as the various sources used 

are constantly updated with foreign oicial informaion.
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INSIDE believes that the protecion of 

corporate data is vital for the development 

and growth of your business; being able to 

protect your projects, the names of your 

customers and suppliers, and your producion 

and markeing strategies means having an 

edge over your compeitors.

Our electronic debugging services can be 

requested by anyone with a suspicion of being 

spied on, whether privately or professionally, 

or by those who simply wish to ensure their 

privacy.

The INSIDE Electronic Debugging Division provides individuals and companies with electronic debugging services for 

oices/premises through the use of highly professional digital/analogue equipment.

Our staf, on call 24 hours a day, can quickly reach any locaion, whether in Italy or abroad, and are constantly 

updated on legal and regulatory developments and ani-surveillance techniques.
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The intervenion procedure followed by the technicians of the INSIDE Electronic Debugging Division complies with 

internaional standard procedures, and ensures efecive bug sweeping and the ideniicaion of any surveillance 

devices.

It is recommended to carry out site and phone bug sweeping operaions periodically, or at least whenever privacy 

concerns arise.

Ater an iniial inspecion, together with a representaive of the Client, performing an external radio frequency scan 

and a visual check on the outer perimeter, the staf of our Division then begin the debugging, which involves the 

following operaions:

• Installaion of measures to block bugs, GPS trackers and microphone capsules, if necessary;

• Analysis of frequencies from 10 kHz to 6GHz;

• Thermal imaging analysis of the spaces and objects to be cleared: thanks to this type of innovaive 

analysis, the locaion of the most sophisicated bugs that are diicult to detect can be determined;

• Infrared analysis to detect laser microphones and/or micro-cameras;

• Inspecion of all objects with unusual features;

• Inspecion of PCs and mobile phones;

• Removal of detected devices, if agreed;

• Final meeing with delivery of the report on the aciviies carried out.

The intervenion procedure consists of a passive search phase, using the equipment at our disposal, to inadvertently 

idenify any surveillance systems in the area/device inspected, and an acive and physical search phase, which 

allows inaccessible places to be examined to trace any hidden devices.

If requested by the Client, the INSIDE Electronic Debugging Division technicians are able to install security seals on 

false ceilings, juncion boxes, raised floors, etc.

Ani-surveillance Intervenion Methodology
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1. SOME EXAMPLES OF SURVEILLANCE DEVICES

• Spy sotware, for monitoring aciviies on a PC, and spy phone sotware, for monitoring aciviies on 

mobile phones;

• Audio/video bugs, easily hidden anywhere;

• Laser microphone, enables remote listening and can detect sound vibraions through glass;

• Micro digital audio recorder, can be concealed anywhere, even in a vehicle;

• GPS detector, installed on the inside or outside of a vehicle to provide the posiion of the vehicle in real 

ime and can track the route taken, including stops;

• GPS detector and audio bug, for satellite tracking and transmission of conversaions from inside vehicles;

• Phone tapping;

• Audio/video recorders, can be concealed on the person talking to us.    

2. DETECTION EQUIPMENT

The staf of the INSIDE Electronic Debugging Division use highly professional equipment to idenify, locate and 

remove any kind of listening device that threatens your privacy.

OSCOR GREEN SPECTRUM ANALYSER 

OSCOR Green was designed to idenify illegal signals, perform inspecions for communicaion systems, analyse radio 

frequency (RF) emissions and invesigate misuse of the RF spectrum. 

The OSCOR Green Spectrum Analyser can scan all frequencies from 10 kHz up 

to 24 GHz in less than a second, enabling rapid detecion of hidden electronic 

transmiing devices in a room or a vehicle.

This highly professional equipment has numerous possibiliies of use, but the 

OSCOR Green mainly allows the following:

• Analysis of the electromagneic spectrum from 10 kHz to 24 GHz in less 

than a second, capturing more than 2,000,000 data points per second;

• Three hours of coninuous use, allowing the clearance of large rooms 

and/or industrial structures;

• Rapid ideniicaion and locaion of any type of RF transmission.
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CPM-700 

The CPM-700 is a professional device designed for detecing and locaing all major types of electronic devices used 

in surveillance operaions, including radio frequency bugs, micro-cameras, GSM micro-bugs, video transmiters, 

micro-recorders and laser direcional microphones.

Devices such as the CPM-700 are important and efecive 

tools for professional counter surveillance teams, government 

security personnel and private ciizens with security needs.

The CPM-700 is highly efecive for the rapid detecion and 

locaion of transmited signals.

Mulifuncional Interfaces

Probes can be used to detect RF transmiters (audio and video) and inducion transmiters on electrical circuits and 

the phone systems. There are also probes to detect infra-red transmiters and recorders.

Wideband coverage

From 200Hz to over 3GHz.

Monitor Mode

During bug sweeping, the monitor mode (silent or audible) warns of possible remote control devices.

Auxiliary audio input

This allows users to listen to telephones or test unknown wires that can conceal wired microphones in the cable 

ducing of their homes or oices. 

MDS-4001

The MDS-4001 is a highly professional device designed to detect and locate electronic equipment used in 

surveillance operaions, such as radio frequency bugs, micro-cameras, 

video transmiters, micro-recorders and direcional microphones.
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RAKSA 

The RAKSA iDet Selecive RF Detector allows you to idenify and locate a 

wide variety of radio transmiters normally used to gain unlawful access to 

conidenial informaion in a given area.

Below is a list of some of the devices ideniied by RAKSA: 

• Mobile phones of GSM 900/1800, UMTS(3G), CDMA 450 (453-458 

MHz), UMTS 900 standards

• Cordless handsets 

• Bluetooth and Wi-Fi devices

• Wireless video cameras

• Radio transmiters (AM, FM, PM, FSK, PSK, etc.) 

Thanks to its compact size, the device permits the utmost discreion.

CAM-105

The CAM-105w is an essenial device for preliminary analysis of areas to be swept 

for bugging devices. This instrument detects GSM (2G), UMTS (3G) and 4G (LTE) 

mobile phones, smartphones, GPS, SMS communicaions, streaming video on 3G/4G 

frequencies and Wi-Fi & Bluetooth devices. 

The CAM-105W is designed to detect and locate transmissions from devices based 

on mobile telephony modules, such as mobile phones, PDAs and smartphones, GPS/

GSM tracking bugs and concealed 3G/4G wireless cameras.

It can be used to check for hidden devices in rooms used for conidenial meeings, examinaion halls, hospitals or 

prisons, and to locate hidden tracking devices in vehicles.

The CAM-105W also has a separate 2400 Mhz band detector to deal with the fast-growing threat from Wi-Fi/

Bluetooth/video devices. The detected signal is analysed by complex algorithms to determine its nature and type. 

The wireless detecion mode (2.4 Ghz) records the last 24 hours of acivity, which can then be viewed later for more 

detailed analysis.
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THERMAL CAMERA 

The thermal imaging camera is a special camera sensiive to 

infrared radiaion that takes thermographic pictures and video. 

Once the radiaion has been measured, it provides temperature 

maps of exposed surfaces, which are oten used for scieniic or 

military purposes.

Thermal imaging cameras can measure the temperature of 

each individual point of the image examined, ater entering the 

temperature and emissivity parameters in the instrument (or the 

image analysis sotware during post processing).

The device rapidly “reads” the energy value stored by each pixel and generates an image of the object observed, 

either in black and white or false colours.

This allows us to unmistakably disinguish all technical devices hidden in inaccessible places, such as crawlspaces, 

plasterboard walls or any other space suitable for hiding an audio or video micro-bug.

The possibility of comparing data from the ordinary equipment used in electronic debugging allows us to idenify 

and locate any type of device used for audio and video surveillance with absolute certainty.

The INSIDE Electronic Debugging Division reserves the right to use whatever equipment it deems most suitable for 

each paricular case.
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